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Story of a modern Navaho Indian family living in New Mexico. Tom, the oldest son in the family, wants to attend school but there seems no way he can do so because of his family responsibilities and the crowded conditions of governing schools. Finally his younger sister proves herself capable of taking over his job of tending sheep and he enrolls in the summer mission school. A less successful presentation of contrasts between older and more modern ways of Indian living and thinking than Cloud girl (Burt Bobbs-Merrill, 1951) or Chee and his pony (Hayes, Houghton, 1950). The characters are not well drawn and the purpose of the book is so obvious it interferes with the story. Not recommended. (Gr.4-6)


Nyanga is a small African boy who lives in a mission settlement until his parents decide to return to their native village where his father hopes to Christianize the people living there. The story is contrived and gives little real feeling for the people or the country. Not recommended. (Gr.5-7)


Goy story of a fairy who laughs so much she grows too fat to fly. One day she lands by accident on a porcupine, bursts, and is there- after the slimmest, daintiest fairy in all of fairyland. The concepts presented are erroneous the humor is forced and self-conscious, and the type and page set-up make difficult reading. Monstrous illustrations. Not recommended. (K-Gr.2)

Carpenter, Bruce. The blossoming year. Lothrop, 1952. 184p. $2.75.

The story of two teen-age daughters of a middle-class, New England family, and their difficulties in finding proper husbands. Francie is blond, pretty, popular, and frivolous. Peg is dark, not quite so pretty as Francie, studious, artistic, and less popular during her high school days. The characters are all types, the plot is trite, and the writing is stilited. The time is supposed to be the present day but the author always refers to phonographs as "viotrolas" and describes a party in Greenwich Village that is straight out of the 1920's. Not recommended. (Gr.9-12)

Colby, Carroll B. Our fighting "jets". Coward-McCann, 1951. 48p. $1.

Full-page illustrations of various fighting jets with the accompanying text giving information about the general description, speed, range, ceiling, bomb load, engine, weight, length, span, height, and armament - except where such information is a military secret. Spotter silhouettes are given, showing front, side, and bottom views of each jet. The principles of jet propulsion are discussed on the back cover and will be lost in the pre-binding that will be necessary. This information (i.e., How jets work) is obtainable from other sources and is of minor importance in a book such as this one whose primary use will be in plane identification. (Gr.4- )

Coolidge, Olivia E. The Trojan War; illus. by Edouard Sandoz. Houghton, 1952. 344p. $3.50.

The story of the Trojan War retold in a readable style that takes the many legends and weaves them into a continuous story. The book will be interesting for individual reading and useful as a source material for story hours. An attractive book both in page set-up and illustrations. (Gr.7-9)


A forceful but simply written account of the Lewis and Clark expedition across the Rocky Mountains to find a passage to the Atlantic Ocean. The illustrations have a vigor and humor that are perfectly suited to the text and
add greatly to the reader’s enjoyment of the book. Boys will enjoy the book as a good adventure story and it will be useful for supplementary reading in social studies classes. Excellent for reading aloud in homes or library story hours. (Gr.7-9)


A new and enlarged edition of a book first published in 1922. This edition includes 130 titles, 59 more than the first edition. Sixty-five new titles have been added and 31 dropped. The additions are mostly from modern poets such as Robert Frost, the Bynets, Eleanor Farjeon, Walter de la Mare, etc. The poems are organized under the same subdivisions as in the earlier edition. The author, subject and title indexes have been combined into one alphabetical listing. The older edition has been a favorite for years and the new one should prove equally popular and useful. The selections are well-made, with a wide range of subject and form to suit any taste or mood. (Gr.7-12)


Fanciful tale of a retired businessman who builds a hotel for some squirrels and starts a bee orchestra to earn enough money to live on. There are some elements in the description of the hotel and of the orchestra that would have interest for young readers but the story is extremely slow-moving and the entire tone of the book – especially the ending – is too adult to have much appeal. Not recommended. (Gr.4-6)

Farjeon, Eleanor. *Kings and queens*; by Eleanor and Herbert Farjeon; illus. by Rosalind Thormycroft. Lippincott, 1952. 87p. $2.75.

New edition of a book first published in 1933. Edward VIII and George VI have been added. The book needs an extensive background of English history to be appreciated and the humor of both text and illustrations is somewhat adult. Useful as supplementary reading for units on English history in the upper grades. (Gr.8-12)


A problem novel dealing with the adjustments that must be made by two high school students who are forced into marriage as a result of an indiscretion one night. The two had not been previously attracted to each other but were brought together in the emotional upsets that resulted from the loss of an important football game in which the boy was supposed to have starred but failed because of a knee injury. After the baby is born, Elaine is ready to make the best of the situation but Buff refuses to accept his new responsibilities. He enlists in the Marine Corp as a means of escape and while at Boot Camp gains a maturity that makes him willing to return to Elaine and the baby and assume responsibility for them. Buff’s change is too abrupt to be realistic and the completely happy ending may leave the young reader with the attitude that shotgun weddings may well result in happy marriages. The problem dealt with in the book is a very real one. However, the weaknesses of the writing born in poor charac-

terizations and a dependence on fortuitous circumstances make the book unacceptably light. For mature readers Dreiser’s *American tragedy* is preferable both as better writing and a more realistic approach. The problem is also handled adequately and forcefully in Bundesen’s *Toward manhood* (Lippincott, 1952). Not recommended. (Gr.9-12)

Flocherty, John Joseph. *High, wide and deep*; science and adventure with the Coast and Geodetic Survey; illus. from photographs. Lippincott, 1952. 154p. $2.75.

Exciting stories from the files of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey. Some of the material has been taken from records and some from conversations the author has had with members of the Survey. The book gives an excellent picture of the work, both inland and coastal, of a little known, but exceedingly important, Bureau. An interesting subject and a useful book for vocational guidance collections. (Gr.7-9)


The story of Tuck, a snow-hare, from birth through the first year of his life. The beauty and cruelty of life in the Alps are vividly portrayed. The style is somewhat sentimental and will have its greatest appeal for the imaginative reader. (Gr.5-7)


Science fiction involving a fabulous young scientist, David Starr, who, single-handedly, thwarts the efforts of a group of inter-spatial gangsters to gain mastery of the universe. The author makes use of ideas and characters that have been used so often in science fiction they no longer have much interest or appeal for readers. Style is mediocre. Not recommended. (Gr.7-9)


Another “problems” book for teen-agers. The treatment is too superficial to have any value for young readers and the attempts to reproduce the teen-agers jargon are stilted and unrealitic. Daly’s *Profile of youth* (Lippincott, 1951) and Strain’s *Teen days* (Appleton-Century, 1946) are more helpful and will be better liked by teen-agers because they are less condescending. Not recommended. (Gr.8-12)


A collection of stories of Christians who have shown great faith in times of crisis or need. The characters are imaginative although the events in which they take part are real. Most of the stories have a Christmas setting and will be primarily useful as Christmas material. The approach is predominantly Episcopal High Church and Catholic. (Gr.9-12)


*Frosty Snow* is a nine-year-old girl living
in New York City who decides to record her everyday thoughts and activities so her children will know what she did as a child. The story is too contrived to have reality and Frosty acts and talks much too young for her age. Not recommended. (Gr.4-6)

A glimpse of United States history from colonial times to modern. The treatment is superficial and at times the material is so telescoped and simplified that it results in erroneous impressions. The illustrations are colorful but not always helpful. The picture of the Indian Reservation on Page 69 is misleading in that it gives the impression that all Indians live behind wire enclosures. The last two lines of the second and third stanzas of the Star Spangled Banner have been omitted. The book is attractive and some of the information is interesting but the over-simplification makes it a dangerous book for indiscriminate use. Not recommended. (Gr.4-6)

Sequel to Lucy's league. The Edwards finally arrive in America where the children and their mother are to spend the summer with Granny Gay, Mrs. Edwards' mother. The author attempts to show the differences between English and American ways of talking but none of her contrasts are strong or clear enough to have much meaning. Although the children's activities at the seashore are interesting they are not important enough to overcome the extreme impossibility of the ending in which the children discover a young English girl who has been missing in American for six years. Not recommended. (Gr.5-7)

A simplified explanation of the basic principles of chess for the beginning player. The descriptions and explanations of moves are clear and easy to follow. Each step is diagrammed and each diagram is on the same page with the step it illustrates. (Gr.8-12)

Kelly, Regina Z. Young Geoffrey Chaucer; his boyhood adventures, his student days at Oxford, his romantic training as a page at court; illus. by Warren Chappell. Lothrop, 1952. 170p. $3.
A lighthearted story of England at the time of Geoffrey Chaucer. The author has used historical documents in so far as they are available, but with so little that is actually known of the early life of Chaucer the story is of necessity more fictitious than fact. The characters are well handled and although the author was given a glorified rather than realistic picture of the period, the result is a romance that will appeal to many young girls. (Gr.5-10)

A vigorous re-telling of the life of Crockett from his birth to his death at the Alamo. The writing has much the same quality as tall tales and combines legend with fact without attempting to discriminate between the two. The style is too mature for young readers but should have appeal for good readers in high schools. Appropriate illustrations in black and green capture the feeling of the text. (Gr.9-12)

The third story in the series about Brono Burnett's football career. As usual Brono is a little tin god who overcomes his own and the team's problems in time to win the crucial game. Brono's sulking because the team fails to elect him captain and the explanations of why they failed to elect him represent questionable developmental values. There are some interesting descriptions of games but they are lost in the poor writing. Not recommended. (Gr.5-7)

A story of Korea in 1919. Kim is the son of a wealthy aristocrat whose family is ruined during the Japanese occupation. Kim and his cousin escape into the police, a tiger, and a landslide through luck and their own ingenuity. After many hardships they manage to find the family treasure and save themselves and their parents from poverty. There are some interesting scenes from Korean life but the characters are completely unrealistic in speech and actions. Pong Choolie (Crookett. Holt, 1951) gives a better picture of Korea and is superior writing. Not recommended. (Gr.6-8)

Twenty-one, one-act, royalty-free plays for teenagers. The plays cover the major holidays and festivals: Halloween, Thanksgiving, Christmas, Lincoln's Birthday, Valentine's Day, Washington's Birthday, Easter, Mother's Day, and Memorial Day. Costuming and properties are simple and easy to handle. The plays are not distinguished but they can satisfy the need for easy to produce plays for special occasions. All of the plays were originally published in Plays Magazine. (Gr.7-12)

Willie is a worm without ambition whose troubles come from the efforts of animals around him who want to make his reform to their ways of doing and thinking. He finally finds a soul mate in Wog, a frog who is willing to let everyone live his own life. Through Wog's help Willie meets Hookie, hat maker extraordinary, who makes him a wonderful Hat of Liberty to replace the more mundane hat he lost during his imprisonment in The Land of Labels. The sociological subtleties of the story will be lost to young readers and without them the story is pointless and dull. Not recommended. (Gr.4-6)

The stable once belonged to a wealthy family who insisted that everything be kept immaculate and who never allowed the children to play any games that might disturb the order of the house and grounds. Then the people moved, and all the tidy. to the city and the stable was left to the mice, owls, stray cats, and dogs. Later an artist's family moved in, cleaned out the cowwebs and dirt, and began living in a manner that was not immaculate but was pleasant and comfortable. Somewhat dull story and overly long. The superior illustrations, lively and imaginative in design, give the book its own value and appeal; even so, they do not overcome the weaknesses of the story. (Gr.3-5)


Steve Larrup, the boy detective of *The Sunken Forest*, is back again and, as usual, is deep in the solving of a mystery. This one concerns Steve's friend, Dave Brent, and his newly acquired but puzzling inheritance. The plot is involved and confusing and the characters lack reality. Not recommended. (Gr.6-8)


Ronnie, a young boy living in the mountains of northern California, is lonely with his Aunt Sal and longs for a real family to whom he can belong. Friendship with some summer campers leads to an invitation to spend the winter with them in Carmel-by-the-Sea where Ronnie has a taste of real family living and gains a new perspective on his own life with Aunt Sal. There are some good descriptions of life in the mountains and some interesting contrasts between life in Ronnie's mountain home and in the city. The writing plods along at a wearisome pace that leaves the reader yawning and kills any interest the setting and actions might otherwise have had. Not recommended. (Gr.5-7)


Amusing story of a small boy whose ingenuity provides him with a pair of funny boots when he cannot find the more conventional kind. Designed for the beginning reader and with more humor and story appeal than stories with controlled vocabularies generally contain. (Gr.1-2)


A history of the Rose Bowl Game in Pasadena from its beginning to 1951. Each New Year's Day Rose Bowl Game is treated separately, giving not only the account of the game, but the history of the politics, policy making, the administrative headaches, and anecdotes connected with the event. In the appendix of the book the statistical data for each game are presented. This information includes the team line-ups, their season records, and the scores. The end papers contain pictures of the famous players through the years. (Gr.9-12)


A beginners' guide to fresh-water fishing. Contents include choosing and using equipment, brook fishing, river fishing, pond fishing, conservation, laws, and licenses. Less detailed than Zarchy's *Let's Fish* (Knopf, 1951) or Horton's *Boy's Guide to Fishing* (Greenberg, 1947). The slightly condescending tone and self-conscious humor will limit the book to younger readers. Illustrations are attractive but not adequate for use in fish identification. (Gr.4-6)


A vivid account of the voyages of Captain Cook from his first trip on the English collier *Freelove* until his death in the Hawaiian Isles thirty-three years and many discoveries later. The writing is swift-paced with all the suspense and excitement of a good adventure story and with the added appeal of being a true and accurate account of real people and real voyages. Readers who liked Borden's *He sailed with Captain Cook* (Crowell, 1952) will find this book equally appealing. (Gr.7-9)


When a widower with three children and a widow with two daughters get married, life may become complicated. And the life of Alfred Toombs, the author of *Raising a Riot*, becomes extremely complicated when he and Connie decide to marry. *Honeymoon for Seven* is an interesting and humorous account of their attempt to make one harmonious family of the five individualistic children plus all of the household pets of both families. Their problems are further complicated by the fact that Alfred and Connie settle the family on a small Maryland farm (owned by Alfred and his father) and try to become self-sufficient. Alfred's talents as a farmer leave much to be desired and his father's constant repair projects on the small farm house do not aid the process of adjustment. The crises and problems presented in the book are realistic ones and are met with humor and a cooperative spirit which finally molds the seven individuals into a unified family group. (Gr.10-12)


Chapters one and two contain a history of rockets and the basic principles of jet and rocket propulsion. The last three chapters contain directions for making jet models such as motor boats, turbines, automobiles, and planes. The book is not designed for the beginner but will require a fairly good knowledge of model construction for satisfactory use. (Gr.7-9)
A story of high school ice hockey in a Canadian city. The plot is a well-worn one for school sports stories. Pete Gordon is forced to transfer from a school where he carried on the family tradition as star hockey player to a new school with no traditions and not much in the way of a team. At first he sulks and refuses to play his best but eventually he becomes absorbed in the effort to improve the team and finally leads it to the championship play-off. A subplot deals with Bill Spunska, Polish refugee, who makes a valiant effort to win a place on the team in spite of heavy odds. The overwhelming success of the team at the end of the season and the disregard for all aspects of school life other than sports weaken the book, which is otherwise good for its descriptions of a game about which little has been written. (Gr.7-9)

Young, Scott. Scrubs on skates; drawings by James Ponter. Little, 1952. 218p. $2.75.


"Materials. These contribute to international understanding." The Educational Leader 16:56-65. Jy'52.


A letter from Mr. Pease to a young fan.

Robinson, Helen M. "Fundamentals principles for helping retarded readers." Education My'52.

Shedlock, Marie L. The art of the story-teller; foreword by Anne Carroll Moore; new bibliography by Eulalie Steinmetz. 3d ed., rev. Dover, 1951. $2.95.

New edition of a book that has been a standard storytelling guide since 1915. Part I contains suggestions on how to tell stories, Part II contains some well-known stories that have been used successfully by story-tellers. No changes have been made in the body of the text. The foreword has been slightly re-written and a completely new section, a bibliography of stories to tell and sources of stories, has been added.

Thomas, Cleveland A. "Recent articles on audio-visual aids in secondary-school English." English Journal 41:313-17. Je'52.


Instructional Materials. Supplementary Reading and Sources of Materials

The materials listed here are not available from the Center for Children's Books. Orders should be sent to the publishers of the individual items.


Standards for selecting books that help children live together. Compiled by the Newark Public Library.


Prepared by the Standing Committee on Vocational High School Libraries.


Let's read. Enoch Pratt Free Library, Office of Work with Children.

Graded lists for use in Grades 2-8 and one for use with retarded children.
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Abbie Higgins, young group work executive. Rittenhouse. 38
About the littlest cowboy. Hogan. 5
ADAMS. Santa Fe trail. 42
Administrator and school library. Keath and Oberholtzer. 48
ADRIAN. Garden spider. 35
Advanced reading for the bright child. Gregory and McLaughlin. 48
Adventure on the Tennessee. Leavitt. 53
Adventures from the original Alice in Wonderland and Through the looking glass. Carroll. 21
Adventures of Benjamin Pink. Williams. 9
Adventures of Jerry Muskrat. Burgess. 1
Adventures of Maya the bee. Bonsels. 13
Adventures of Paddy the beaver. Burgess. 1
Adventures on midsummer evenings. Melvin. 24
AGLE. Three boys and a lighthouse. 19
Air mission red. Litten. 6
Aircraft U. S. A. Huntington. 59
AISTROP. Pun at the zoo. 49
Album of horses. Henry. 29
Aldrich. Story of a bad boy. 26
Alice in Wonderland and Through the looking glass. Carroll. 21
Alice in Wonderland meets the white rabbit. Disney. 65
ALKER. Stars and steeples. 72
All falling down. Zion. 48
All teachers can teach reading. New Jersey Secondary School Teachers Association. 10
All their powers. Health Information Foundation. 70
ALLEN. Johnny Reb. 56
ALLISON. Kid who batted 1,000. 56
All-of-a-kind family. Taylor. 25
Amanda and the bear. Tudor. 25
Amerantha Gay. M. D. Sterne. 77
AMBLER. Ten little foxhounds. 63
American Indian fairy tales. Compton. 65
AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION. Children's books. 1950-51. 34
ANDERSON. Ugly duckling. 64
ANDERSON. Horse show. 49
ANDREWS. Nature's ways. 49
Andy of Pirate Gorge. Langdale. 30
ANGELO. Marble fountain. 49
Angry river. Reynolds. 54
Animal heroes. Seton. 77
Animal tools. Mason. 23
Anna the horse. Patlo. 36
ANNIXTER. Brought to cover. 19
Annual fall inventory of new audio-visual materials. 34
Apple and the arrow. Buff. 20
Apple that Jack ate. Scott. 33
Appropriate teaching materials for instrumental music classes. Klein. 40
ARCHIBALD. Inside tackle. 42
ARDIZZONE. Tim and Charlotte. 19
Are we teaching the wrong classics? Gillis. 49
Are we using or abusing educational films in our junior high science classes? Walsh. 16
ARONIN. Bible tales in rhyme. 42
Art of the story-teller. Shedlock. 83
ASHE. Princess and the enchanted wood and other fairy tales. 63
Asia in the social studies curriculum. Kenworthy. 18
Ask Dr. Christmas. Dorian. 21
ATWATER. Avalanche patrol. 26
AUDUBON. Favorite animals of America. 12
AUDUBON. Favorite birds of America. 12
AUSTIN. Growl bear. 49
Autumn harvest. Tresselt. 39
Avalanche patrol. Atwater. 26
AYER. When Jenny lost her scarf. 19
AYD. Tomorrow's memories. 49
AYME. Wonderful farm. 35
Azor and the blue-eyed cow. Crowley. 13
Backyard playmates. Swartz. 77
BAER. Sound. 72
BAILARD. Ways to improve your personality. 12
BAILEY. Tim's fight for the valley. 12
BAKER. Black cats and the tinker's wife. 42
Barnes All-Star Library. 19
BARNUM. New fire engine. 80
BARR. Snoop waits for dinner. 54
Baseball is their business. Rosenthal. 76
Base-stealer. Bonner. 50
BATES. Many big day present. 19
BAUM. California mission days. 26
Bear and the beakong road. Weber. 62
Bear and the beaver. Frankel. 28
Bear party. Du Bois. 36
BENDOLT. Mystery at Hurricane Hill. 35
On the air. 1
BECKER. Bear party. Du Bois. 36
BECK. Bears and the beckoning road. Weber. 20
Bauer. California mission days. 26
Bates. Happy birthday present. 35
Bear and the beaver. Frankel. 28
Barrera. Where have you been? 73
BRIGHT. Silver Heels. 36
BEITZ. Betty Betz in teen Asia. 42
BETTINA. see EHRLICH, B.
BETTY'S NAPOLEON. Eaton. 65
Bethune. Mary McLeod. Peare. 19
BETZ. Betty Betz in teen Asia. 42
BIBLIOGRAPHY ON ECONOMIC AND VOCATIONAL NEEDS OF ADOLESCENTS. Perry. 70
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF TEXTBOOKS IN THE SOCIAL STUDIES. 83
BIBLIOGRAPHY FOR HELPING ADOLESCENTS IN LIFE SKILLS. 70
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF FAVORITE SONGS FOR CHILDREN. 84
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL READING MATERIALS. 68
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL LISTENING MATERIALS. 68
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL VIEWING MATERIALS. 68
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL WRITING MATERIALS. 68
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL SPEAKING MATERIALS. 68
BIBLIOGRAPHY OF WORKS OF PRACTICAL ACTIVITY MATERIALS. 68
BIBLE. Great stories of the Bible for children. 64
Bible story for boys and girls: Old Testament. 72
Bible story for boys and girls: New Testament. 72
Bible tales in rhyme. Aronin. 42
Big book of favorite songs for children. Humphreys. 15
Big book of good manners. Johnson. 26
Big book of horses. Chase. 27
Big book of Indian stories. Fletcher. 74
Big book of real airplanes. Zaffo. 34
Big book of real building and wrecking machines. Zaffo. 9
Big book of real locomotives. Zaffo. 30
Big book of the real circus. Phillips. 32
Big family of peoples. Eberle. 66
Big foot Wallace of the Texas Rangers. Garst. 44
Big jump-up farm animal book. Berg. 64
Big mutt. Reese. 61
BRYAN, Just Tammie J. 50
BRIANT. Dan Morgan, boy of the wilderness. 73
BUCH. In children's gardens. 57
Buddy, the little taxi. Evers. 51
BUFF. Apple and the arrow. 20
Buffalo knife. Steele. 54
BUFFLER. Friends. 27
BULL. Song of St. Francis. 57
Bulldozer. Meader. 55
BUNDENNER. Toward manhood. 73
Bundle book. Krause. 23
BUNGESS, G. New goops and how to know them. 43
BURCH, T.W. Adventures of Jerry Muskrat. 1
BURNETT. Lucretia Mott, girl of old Nantucket. 13
BURR, Cloud Girl. 20
BURTON. Novel for the adolescent. 25
Busy bee. Earle. 14
BUTTERB. Ragamuffin Alley. 20
Cadet Perry, West Pointer. Stanley. 39
CAGLEY, Somebody's pony. 36
California mission days. Bauer. 26
CAM, Story of Buttercup fairy. 79
Camel who took a walk. Tworkov. 43
CAMERON. Seven Q's. 57
CANG. Substitute for the comic books. 10
CARR,C. Adventures from the original Alice in Wonderland and Through the looking glass. 35
CARR, L. Adventures from the original Alice in Wonderland and Through the looking glass. 35
Carrigg. America's Robert E. Lee. 13
Carroll, A.E. Famous paintings. 27
CHASE, E.L. Big book of horses. 27
CHASE, R. Wicked John and the devil. 13
CHASTAIN. Steamboat south. 27
Chester the little pony. Onder. 29
Cheyenne. Paul, Downer. 43
Cesar and the music-maker. Schwale. 33
CHAFFEE. Story of Hiawatha. 27
Champlain of the St. Lawrence. Syme. 54
Chandler of Wilderness Road. LeSueur. 61
CHAPMAN, Child's book of sewing. 1
CHASE, A.E. Famous paintings. 27
CHASE, E.L. Big book of horses. 27
CHASE, R. Wicked John and the devil. 13
CHILDREN'S BOOK COUNCIL. Book Week material. 18
Children's book illustration. Bottocher. 25
Children's books for eighty-five cents or less. Burley. 77
Children's games from many lands. Millen. 7
Children's tales from Norway. Paulsen. 76
Child's book of country stories. Skinner. 8
Child's book of modern stories. Skinner. 77
Child's book of sewing. Chapman. 1
Child's good night book. Brown. 35
Child's life of Jesus. Oureler. 54
Child's treasure of poems. McPhail. 75
CHIPPERFIELD. Wruff of Links Tor. 2
CHRISTENSEN. Little Brown and Per. 27
Christmas calendar. Karsen. 22
Christmas parade. Reeves. 32
Christmas story. Seymour. 33
Christopher and the Columbus. Jackson. 45
CHUTE, E.W. Teen-age sports parade. 36
CHUTE. H.G. Introduction to Shakespeare. 2
City. Peatale. 61
City neighbor. Judson. 15
CLARK, A.H. Looking-for-something. 73
CLARK, E. Seven Q's. 57
CLARK. G. Let's start cooking. 27
Clark, William. Tousey. 9
Clean pig. Weisgard. 59
Clear the track. Wolfe. 69
CLET. Ellen Tebbits. 2
CLEYES. Henry Here's earthquake. 2
Cloud Girl. Burt. 20
Clown at second base. Jackson. 59
Clubs are fun. Letton and Ries. 55
CLOYER. Tommy's wonderful airplane. 2
COFFIN. Life in America: New England. 64
COGGIN, H. Busby and co. 64
COGGIN, J. Rocketts, jets, guided missiles and space ships. 1
COLEY, Our fighting "jets". 79
COLE. Real book about trains. 27
College students evaluate high school readings. Wagner. 70
Columbus, Christopher. Hogeboom. 45
COLVER. Joan Foster in Europe. 36
Come to the city. Tessen. 47
Comics, radio and their pretensions. Reynolds. 70
COOMBER. America's Robert E. Lee. 13
COOMBS. Young readers basketball stories. 43
COOKING. Big book of favorite songs for children. 21
Comparison of reading ability and readability. Michaelis and Tyler. 55
COMPTON. American Indian fairy tales. 65
CONGER. Little golden holiday book. 43
CONSIDINE. Panama Canal. 45
Contemporary science-fiction. Derleth. 48
Content of comic magazines. Walter. 77
COOK. Waggles and the dog catcher. 21
COOLIDGE. Trojan War. 79
COOMBS. Young readers basketball stories. 43
COOKING. Young readers detective stories. 50
COOKING. Young readers stories of the diamond. 50
COOKING. Young readers detective stories. 50
COOKING. Young readers stories of the diamond. 50
COOKING. Young readers detective stories. 50
COOKING. Young readers stories of the diamond. 50
COOKING. Young readers detective stories. 50
COOKING. Young readers stories of the diamond. 50
FENTON. Rooks and their stories. 44
FENWICK. Enriching library experiences for the accelerated reader. 83
Fiddling cowboy in search of gold. Regli. 8
Great biography. 41
Great stories of the Bible for children. Bible. 64
Green thumb story. Fiedler. 74
FURMAN. Funny boot. Russell. 82
Fundamental principles for helping retarded students. Robinson. 83
FRIENDLICH. Goal line stand. Friendlich. 28
FRIENDLICH. Winning the Iron Mask. 51
FRANKLIN. Mining the Iron Mask. 38
FRANKELL. E. M. Birdman. 39
Foster, M. Birdman. 76
Foster, G. S. Andrew Jackson. 44
Forrest. Paisley. 66
For living together. 40
FOOTE. Dude. 66
FLOOD. Point after. 4
FLOYD. Point atter. 8
Flying nation. Crowder. 65
Flamery barn. Flannery. 56
FOOTE. Dude girl. 4
For living together. 83
Forrest, Bedford. Parks. 66
Foster, S. Andrew Jackson. 44
Foster, H. Birdman. 65
Foey eyes. Brown. 27
FOYLE. Little black alf. 74
FRANCOISE see Seignboos
FRANKL, C. Bear and the beaver. 28
FRANKE, L.P. 101 best games for teen-agers. 74
FRANZEL. Winning the Iron Mask. 51
FRASIER. Wild horses of the Rio Grande. 4
FRATER. My love is a gypsy. 56
Freddy rides again. Brooks. 72
Freda Skunk takes her children adventuring. 5
James, S.
Frose and Easy. Downey. 56
FRENCH, David. Starr, space ranger. 80
FRECHEN. Eskimo boy. 14
FRIENDLICH. Goal line stand. 28
Friends. Buffer. 27
From home to school via books. Ryan. 40
FRIST. Get that went to college. 28
Frosty Snow. Harris. 80
FRI. Pipkin sees the world. 14
Fullback for sale. Scholz. 17
Fun at the zoo. Aistrop. 48
Function of the library in the elementary school. Woodland. 10
Fundamental principles for helping retarded readers. Robinson. 83
Funny boots. Russell. 92
FURMAN. Teen-age dog stories. 28
--- Young readers horse stories. 44
--- Young readers outdoor sports stories. 44
--- Young readers pioneer stories. 4
--- Young readers wild life stories. 4
Further Pottley adventures. Crampton. 75
Fusion of story and picture. Wilhous. 40
GALE. Julia Valeria. 14
GALIDSOFNER. Educational reading guide for the partially seeing. 48
GALT, Peter Zenger, fighter for freedom. 36
CANNONET, Dragons of Blueland. 23
Garden spider. Adrian. 55
GARST. Big Foot Wallace of the Texas Rangers. 44
GARST. Jim Bridger, greatest of the mountain men. 65
GATE. Rusty at Ram's Horn Ranch. 14
GATES. Little Vio. 56
Gateway to readable books. Strang, Gilbert, and Scoggin. 68
Germany. Berner. 26
Geronimo, the last Apache war chief. Wyatt. 70
Gertie the horse who thought and thought. Glendinning. 22
GEERLEMAN. Television and fun. 34
Ghost town cowboy. Eames. 3
GIDAL. Meier Shifeya, a children's village in Israel. 4
Giddy-up giddy-ap! Steiner. 47
Giants from the forest. Wall. 77
GILBERT. C. B. Gateways to readable books. 55
GILBERT, L. Smoke over Skyag. 51
GILBERT, P. T. Bertram and his marvelous adventures. 4
GILLIES. Are we teaching the wrong classics? 48
Ginnie Joins in. Woolley. 9
Ginny and Custard. Sayers. 39
Girl called Hank. Walden. 18
Girl Scout panorama. 66
Girl's book of verses. Davis. 80
GIRMAN. Hidden pond. 4
Glad Lee, the cross-eyed bear. Larson. 6
GLASS. Songs of Peter Rabbit. 58
GLENDINNING. Teen talk. 80
GLENDINNING. Gertie the horse who thought and thought. 22
Goal line stand. Friendlich. 28
GOODWIN. Roman eagle. 14
Golden hamsters. Zim. 10
Golden root. Steele. 62
Golden trail. Evernden. 65
Golden treasure book. Jackson. 22
Good luck Mary Ann! Dean. 14
GOODWIN. Cow concert. 4
GOODWIN. Real book about stars. 29
GORDON. Quillenback for fire chief. 22
GORHAM. Real book about Abraham Lincoln. 29
GOSSETT. Strange but true. 65
GOUDY. Smokey, the well-loved kitten. 66
GOUDGE. Reward of faith. 80
GOULD. Sidney Hillman, great American. 74
GOVAN. Surprising summer. 44
GRAHAM. Great bands of America. 58
GRABBER. Johnny wants to be a policeman. 37
Grand-slam homer. McCormick. 39
GRANT. Parents and teachers as partners. 83
GRAY. E. J. Windows for the Crown Prince. 74
GRAY. W. S. Summary of reading investigations, July 1, 1950 to June 30, 1951. 70
Gray Eyes family. Agnew. 79
Gray line and gold. Evers. 43
Great bands of America. Graham. 58
Great big car and truck book. Scarry. 8
Great biography. 41
Great stories of the Bible for children. Bible. 81
Green thumb story. Fiedler. 74
GREGORY. Advanced reading for the bright child.
GROSS. Phil Sterling, salesman. 
Growing human family. Wanasati. 
Growing with books. Roundup. 
Growl bear. Austin. 
GRUELLE. Raggedy Ann and Marcella's first day at school. 
Guidance in the library. 
Guide to good manners. Beery. 
GULICK. Dear Uncle Loxy. 
GUNDER. Chester the little pony. 
Guns in the forest. Lancaster. 
GWENDOLYN. Helm. 
HADDELL. Mr. Punnymoon's train. 
HALLEY. "Henrietta", the faithful hen. 
HALL. Saralee's silver spoon. 
HALLADAY. Davey in the sand hills. 
HANOR. Corky. 
Happy birthday present. Bates. 
HAPPY HOMOANS. Jansons. 
HAPPY SURPRISE. Klein. 
HARKINS. Double play. 
HARLOW. Ringling, wizards of the circus. 
HARRINGTON. Southwest in children's books. 
HARRIS. Frosty Snow. 
HARRISON. Let's read about Australia. 
HARRISON. Outdoor adventures. 
HARTOG. Lost sea. 
HAUNTS OF DROWNING CREEK. Wellman. 
HAVIGHURST. Life in America: The Great Plains. 
HAYLAND. William Penn, founder and friend. 
HAYCRAFT. Junior book of authors. 
HAYES. Robin and company. 
HAYWOOD. Eddie and Gardenia. 
HEAL. First book of America. 
HEALTH INFORMATION FOUNDATION. All their powers. 
HEAVY. Pastor's dog. 
HEINLEIN. Between planets. 
HELÉA. Gwendolyn. 
HELP YOUR CHILD be ready for reading. Hewitt. 
HELPFUL books to use with retarded readers. Smith. 
HELPING children understand sex. Kirkendale. 
HENNE. Planning guide for the high school library program. 
HENRICH. Way to better baseball. 
"Henrietta", the faithful hen. 
HENRY, W. Album of horses. 
HENRY, W. Wolf-Eye, the bad one. 
Henry Hare's earthquake. Clewe. 
HERBERT again. Wilson. 
HERB, DADDY. Parks. 
HERE'S how and when. Kessler. 
HERZBERG. Treasure chest of sport stories. 
HEUMAN. Wonder boy. 
HEWITT. Help your child be ready for reading. 
HIDDEN HARBOR. Pinkerton. 
HIDDEN POND. Girvan. 
HIDE-and-SEEK DUCK. Wilde. 
HIGGINS. Juliette Low, Girl Scout. 
HIGHTON. School ahead. 
HIGGINS. High school librarians choose the best books of '50 for their readers. 
HIGH, WIDE and DEEP. Flockerty. 
HILL, F. E. Kid who betted 1,000. 
HILL, M. B. Snowed-in family. 
HILL RANCH. Montgomery. 
HINDLE. Tame a wild dog. 
HIOLMEN. The hillbilly. Stone. 
HISTORICAL FICTION and other reading references for classes in junior and senior high schools. Logas. 
HITZE. Lost and found. 
HOPPENSTEDT. Secret of Stygian River. 
HOPEBOOM. Christopher Columbus and his brothers. 
HOUGHTON. Odd pets. 
HOGUE. Bob Clifton, Congo crusader. 
HOKÉ. First book of snakes. 
HOLBERG. Tansy for Nancy. 
HOLCOMB. Vitalizing a high school library. 
HUNTINGTON. Hunted horses. Rounds. 
HunteR. Family finds out. 
HUNTINGTON. Aircraft U.S.A. 
HURLEY. Children's books for eighty-five cents or less. 
HYBELS. First book of America. 
HYDE. Playtime for Nancy. 
HYGEIÀ. Life in America: The Midwest. 
I. HAYLOR. "Henrietta", the faithful hen. 
IMPEVOCEN. Bibliography of curriculum materials in science. 
IN YARDS and gardens. Buck. 
INDIANS, fire engines and rabbit. Lee. 
INTERPLUM. Informational books—tonic and tool for the elementary classroom. 
INSIDE TALES. Archibald. 
JIM HUNTER. "Henrietta", the faithful hen.
KENWORTHY. Asia in the social studies curriculum. 18

KEENN. Developing world-minded children.

KEENN. Holiday times for Terry and Cherry. 45

KESLEW. What's in a zipline? 22

Ketch dog. Phelps. 35

Kid who batted 1,000. Allison and Hill. 56

KIDDER. Bibliography for helping adolescents solve their ethical problems. 83

Kim rides the tiger. McGune. 61

KINGMAN. Queen adventure. 45

Kings and queens. Farjeon. 80

King's beard. Wiberley. 62

KIPLING. Jungle book. 15

KIRKENDALL. Helping children understand sex. 70

KISH. Yugoslavia. 75

KISSEN. Crowded house and other tales. 66

Kitten's surprise. Nina. 46

KLEIN, K.W. Explorations of Père Marquette. 22

KLEIN, L. Fire-hunter. 22

KLEIN, L. Happy surprise. 67

KLEIN, M.W. Appropriate teaching materials for instrumental music classes. 40

Knave-go-by. Smith. 54

Knights' ransom. Welty. 40

KOHLER. Daniel in the Cub Scout Den. 5

KONILE. Once there was a kitten. 30

Konstanty. James. Yeutter. 9

KRAUSS. Bundle book. 23

KROLL. Young Sioux warrior. 75

KRUTCH. Bringing children to literature. 34

KUDER. Exploring children's interests. 10

KUNITZ. Junior book of authors. 18

KYLE, E. Apple tree in Georgia. 26

Ladycake farm. Hunt. 66

LANBERG. Miss America. 52

Lambert. Star dream. 6

LANBERG. Star dream. 6

LAMPHAN. Elder brother. 30

LANCASTER. Guns in the forest. 67

Land and people of Japan. Vaughan. 62

Land and people of Japan. Vaughan. 62

Land o' Rod. Thomas. 48

LANE. Black tide. 52

LANE. Black tide. 52

LANSING. Andy of Pirate Gorge. 30

LANSING. Andy of Pirate Gorge. 30

LARK. Tiny Toosie's birthday. 59

LaSALLE. Rhythms and dances for elementary schools. 26

LaSALLE. Rhythms and dances for elementary schools. 26

LaSALLE and the grand enterprise. Nolan. 31

LAWRENCE, T. Let them live. 18

LATHROP. Let them live. 6

LATHROP. Let them live. 6

LAWRENCE, I. What's in a zipline? 22

LAWRENCE, N. Tallie. 30

LAWRENCE. Queen adventure. 45

LAWSON. McKinney's jaunt. 6

LAWTON. Crookshank goes west. 23

LEARNED. What of their reading? 23

LEAVITT. Adventure on the Tennessee. 53

LEE, R. Indians, fire engines and rabbit. 23

LEE, R. Indians, fire engines and rabbit. 23

LEEMING. Real book about magic. 30

LEEMING. Real book about magic. 30
PAPA SMALL. Lenski. 15
PARADIS. Timmy and the tiger. 68
Parents and teachers as partners. Grant. 83
Parents keep out. Nash. 46
PARKS, A.W. Bedford Forrest, boy on horseback. 69
PARKS, G.T. Here comes Daddy. 33
PASHKO. Boy's complete book of camping. 8
Pastor's dog. Heavey. 29
Patrick and the golden slippers. Milhous. 31
Patterns in the mass communications tastes of the young audience. Lyness. 55
Patterns in the sky. Read. 16
PAULSEN. Children's tales from Norway. 76
PAULSON. Exploring children's interests. 10
PAYNE, J.B. Stable that stayed. 82
PAYNE, S. Young readers stories of the west. 54
Peanuts for Billy Ben. Lenski. 67
PEAR. Mary McLeod Bethune. 16
PEASE, H. How to read fiction. 83
PEASE, J.V.D. Children that lived in a shoe. 16
PEATTIE. City. 61
Penn, William. Haviland. 58
Pepper. Reynolds. 68
Perilous voyage. Ball. 12
PERCY. Bibliography on economic and vocational needs of adolescents. 70
Personality plus! Daly. 3
Pete of Ice Bay. Illingworth. 74
PETERS. Wonder book of trains. 68
Pete's home run. Renick. 76
PHILPS. Ketch dog. 36
Phil Sterling, salesman. Gross. 4
PHILPS. Big book of the real circus. 32
Pick of the litter. Gavanna. 64
Picture book of radio and television and how they work. Meyer. 53
Picture story of Alaska. O'Neill. 7
PINKERTON. Hidden Harbor. 32
PIPER. Stories that never grew old. 76
Pipkin sees the world. Fry. 14
Pirate Lafitte and the Battle of New Orleans. Tallant. 47
PISTORIUS. What dog is it? 16
Pitcher of the year. Bowen. 87
Planet earth. Wyler. 62
Planning guide for the high school library. Neuman, Erhardt, and Loder. 34
PLAUT. Way to better baseball. 37
Play with vines. Selsam. 39
Playtime for Nancy. Hyde. 45
Poems for red letter days. Sechrist. 24
Polli. Little Leo. 32
Poll's cats. Simon. 33
Pong Chooile, you rascal Crockett. 51
POOL. Today's science and you. 76
Port of missing men. Frud'hommeaux. 82
PORTER. Tim and his hearing aid. 39
POTT. Materials for remedial reading in the high schools: a desperate situation. 40
POTTER, B. Tale of Peter Rabbit. 46
POTTER, M.C. Littlebits. 47
POWELL. Long way to Frisco. 8
Prairie school. Lenski. 15
PRAFT. Monitor and the Merrimac. 47
--Ships. 36
PRESTON. Snoop waits for dinner. 54
PRICE. Three golden nobles. 8
Prima ballerina. Malvern. 46
Princess and Curdie. Maclonald. 67
Princess and the enchanted wood and other fairy tales. Ashe. 53
Provost's jewels. Dunlop. 3
FRUDEHOMMEUX. Port of missing men. 82
Puppy who found a boy. Wilde. 55
QUALEY. Recent biographies in American history. 40
Quarry adventure. Kingman. 46
Quest of the Sages' Stone. Reiners. 8
Quick kick. McCormick. 81
Quillinback for fire chief. Gordon. 22
Race for Bill. Wallace. 9
RAPTERY. Copperhead Hollow. 68
Raganuffin Alley. Butters. 20
Raggedy Ann and Marcella's first day at school. Gruelle. 51
RAMAN. Let's read about India. 8
RAND. Southpaw fly hawk. 68
RATZEBERGER. Wild animals. 61
Readability formulas and books for children. Larrick. 34
Reading for democracy. National Conference of Christians and Jews. 70
Readings in intergroup relations. Storen. 70
Real book about Abraham Lincoln. Gorham. 29
Real book about amazing animals. Dickinson. 28
Real book about baseball. Hopkins. 29
Real book about dogs. Sherman. 47
Real book about George Washington Carver. Cole. 27
Real Book Series. 32
Rebel drums. Faulkner. 73
Recent articles on audio-visual aids in secondary-school English. Thomas. 83
Recent biographies in American history. Qualey. 40
Red. a trailing bloodhound. Meek. 31
Red head. Eager. 21
Red teen pony. Lipincott. 15
REED, D. Farm for Andy. 24
REED, W.M. Patterns in the sky. 16
REESE. Big mutt. 61
REEVES. Christmas parade. 32
REGAN. Faddy's moon. 47
REOLL. Fiddling cowboy in search of gold. 32
Young readers cowboy stories. 47
REINFEED. First book of chess. 81
REINHERZ. Quest of the Sages' Stone. 8
Remember the valley. Benjamin. 20
RENFY, Nicky's football team. 38
Pete's home run. 76
Reward of faith. Goudge. 80
REYNOLDS, A.W. Comics, radio and their potentials. 70
REYNOLDS, B.L. Pepper. 68
REYNOLDS, D. Angry river. 54
REYNOLDS, Q.J. Custer's last stand. 47
Rhymes and dances for elementary schools. Labelle. 26
RICHARDSON. Finders keepers. 76
Riding rhymes for young riders. Disston. 58
RIEMAN. Water for people. 61
School library supervisory programs in city school systems. 25
SCHWALBE, Cesar and the music-maker. 33
SCHWARZ. It's fun to know why. 68
Science fiction for science students. Wolesterol. 68

SCIENCE RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. Junior guidance service manual. 70
SCOGGIN. Gateway to readable books. 55
SCOTT, J. Little puppet Ogo. 76
SCOTT, W. R. Apple that Jack ate. 33
Scouting for Washington. Donaldson. 73
Scrubs on skates. Young. 53
Sea animals and how to draw them. Hogeboom. 22
Sea gulls woke me. Stolz. 17
Sea hunters. Bleeker. 1
SECHRIST. Poems for red letter days. 24
Secret of Barnegat Light. McGuire. 60
Secret of Stygian River. Happenestedt. 37
Secret of the Andes. Clark. 75
Secret of the Sleeping River. Binns. 72
Secret of Thunder Mountain. Fallas. 16
Secret three. Wilson. 50
SEIGBOSCH. Small-Trot. 69
Selected lists of books about music, musicians and instruments for elementary schools. 10
Selecting science textbooks. Crombie. 48
SELSAM. Play with vines. 39
SEXRAD. Zoo. 39
Senior days at Davenport High. Davis. 3
Sentinel in the saddle. Jones. 22
SETON. Animal heroes. 77
Seven Q's. Clark. 57
Seven thousand islands. Yaukey. 40
SEYMOUR. Christmas stove. 33
SHAPAICOVL. Let's read about Russia. 17
SHAW. My happy day. 24
SHELDON. Art of the story-teller. 93
SHERMAN. Real book about dogs. 47
SHIPPEN. Leif Eriksson, first voyager to America. 33
Shoot for a mule. Lansing. 46
Shorty at secondstop. Jackson. 30
SHURLEFF. Escape from the icecap. 61
Silver Chief to the rescue. O'Brien. 7
Silver Heels. Brown. 36
SIMONT. Polly's cats. 38
Singing songs. Westfald. 24
SKINNER. Child's book of country stories. 8
SILVER. Child's book of modern stories. 77
Skipper's book. Brown. 27
Sleeping mines. Finney. 14
SLOBODKIN. Our friendly friends. 39
SMALL-TROT. Seignbosc. 69
SMITH, C. F. Knave-go-by. 54
SMITH, E. J. Jennifer prize. 77
SMITH, L. Down the road with Johnny. 54
SMITH, M. Ewell Blackwell, the whip. 19
SMITH, N. B. Helpful books to use with retarded readers. 70
Smoke over Skygak. Gilbert. 61
Smoky, the well-loved kitten. Gooday. 66
Smoking Hook. Robinson. 18
Snook waits for dinner. Preston and Barr. 54
Snow dog. Kjelgaard. 5
Snowed-in family. Hill. 52
Somebody's pony. Caffrey. 36
Son of Talya. Hurd. 76
Song for Arabella. Leiss. 37
Song of St. Francis. Bulla. 57
Songs of Peter Rabbit. Glass. 58
Song of the Andes. Clark. 72
Song of the North. Unnerstad. 39
SONNY the bunny. Martin. 67
Sophie and her puppies. Sterling. 47
Sorority girl. Emery. 51

You among the stars. 61
SCHNEIDER, D. First book of fishing. 82
SCHOLL. Fullback for sale. 17
School and national security. Sanford. 10
School libraries. Osborne. 83
Sound. Baer. 72
South Sea shilling. Swenson. 82
Southpaw fly hawk. Rand. 68
Southwest in children's books. Harrington. 62
SPENCER, O. sea. TAUNY. 63
SPERRY. Thunder country. 69
SPIEREK. Bibliography of textbooks in the
social studies 1950-1951. 40
Squirrel hotel. Du Bois. 80
Squirrel that remembered. Saintsbury. 54
Stable that stayed. Payne. 82
Stairway to the sky. Dickson. 3
STANLEY. Cadet Derry, West Pointer. 39
Stampography. Masters. 53
STAFF. Captive of the mountains. 61
Star dream. Lambert. 6
Stars and steeple. Alker. 72
STAFFER. What parents can do to help their
children in reading. 40
Steadfast heart. Thompson. 9
Steamboat south. Chastain. 3
Stable that stayed. Payne. 82
Squirrel hotel. Du Bois. 63
Strange but true. Gossett. 27
Story of the totem pole. Brindze. 27
Story of Hiawatha. Chaffee. 27
Story of Buttercup fairy. Cam. 27
Story of Lassie. Weatherwax and Rothwell. 33
Story of Susie Pig. Robinson. 68
Story of the totem pole. Brindze. 27
Story of the U.S. Marines. Hunt. 45
STOUTENBERG. Timber line treasure. 24
STRANG. Ways to improve your personality. 12
Straitway to readable books. 55
Strange but true. Gossett. 65
STREIFELD. Skating shoes. 24
String the fox. Stephen. 54
Stripes. McDonald. 23
STRONG. Treasurer of the world's great heroes. 62
Study of the relationship between reading
readiness in Grade One school children and
patterns of parent-child interaction. Milner. 10
SUBSTITUTES FOR THE COMIC BOOKS. Carr. 10
Summary of reading investigations, July 1, 1950
to June 30, 1951. Gray. 70
SUMMER. Open season. 17
Sunlight. Minge. 7
Surprising summer. Govan. 44
SUTTON. Who will play with me? 47
Swamp chief. Ball. 63
SWARTZ. Baseball stereotypes. 77
SWENSON. South Sea shilling. 82
Sword and the compass. Leighton. 6
Sybil Ludington's ride. Best. 72
SYMON. Champlain of the St. Lawrence. 54
Cortes of Mexico. 8
SYMONES. Joe the bluejay and Carl the cardinal. 47
Tale of Peter Rabbit. Potter. 46
Tales from old New Mexico. Sanders. 17
Talking out and other stories of French Canada.
Carlson. 64
TALLANT. Pirate Lafitte and the Battle of New
Orleans. 47
Tallie. Lawrence. 30
Tan, a wild dog. Hinkle. 58
Tang for short. Holberg. 29
TANOV. Your neighbor celebrates. 40
TAYLOR. All-of-a-kind family. 26
Taylor, Zachary. Wilkie. 89
Teaching literature to the illiterates. Logan. 55
Teaching of listening - and why. Wilt. 70
Teen-age dog stories. Furman. 26
Teen-age sports parade. Grinte. 56
Teen talk. Glendining. 80
Television and fun. Gesseman. 34
Television and the high school student. Witty. 70
Ten little foxhounds. Ambler. 63
TENEN. Come to the city. 47
TETER. Paper bound band wagon. 70
That useless hound. Whitney. 40
TENBERGER. Mr. House builds his house. 17
They knew Abe Lincoln, a boy in Indiana.
Govan. 73
This is the way. Jones. 37
THOMAS, C.A. Recent articles on audio-visual
aids in secondary-school English. 83
THOMAS, D. see Furman, A.L.
THOMAS, E. Becky's boarding house. 62
THOMAS, G. Land o'Nod. 55
THOMAS, J. If Jesus came to my house. 25
THOMPSON. Steadfast heart. 9
Three and two pitcher. Lockhons. 6
Three boys and a lighthouse. Agle and Wilson. 19
Three boys and the remarkable cow. Agle and
Wilson. 53
Three golden nobles. Price. 6
Through the looking glass. Carroll. 21
Thunder country. Sperry. 69
Thunder wings. Earle. 21
Tim and Charlotte. Ardizzone. 19
Tim and his hearing aid. Ronnai and Porter. 58
Tim and the brass buttons. T tuổi. 55
Tim and the tool chest. Beim. 19
Timber line treasure. Stoutenberg. 24
Timmy and the tiger. Paradis. 68
Tim's fight for the valley. Bailey. 12
Tiny Toosy's birthday. LARUE. 69
TIPFETT. Tools for Andy. 25
TOOLS. Honeymoon for seven. 82
Today's science and you. Pools. 76
Tommy's wonderful airplane. Gray. 2
Tomorrow's memories. Ayd. 49
Too many turtles. Brook. 43
Tools for Andy. Tippett. 25
TOMBS. Honeymoon for seven. 82
TOOZE. Tim and the brass buttons. 55
Torten's Christmas secret. Dobbie. 28
Touchdown kid. Bound. 26
TOUSEY. Bill Clark, American explorer. 9
Toward manhood. Bundesen. 73
Town meeting means me. Turner. 17
TOWEND. Whirled deer. 33
TREADGOLD. Mystery of the Polly Harris. 30
TREASE. Cue for treason. 33
Treasure chest of sport stories. Hersberg. 5
WHAT ARE THE TASKS AHEAD FOR THE SCHOOL LIBRARIAN? Martin, 78
WHAT DOG IS IT? Pistorius, 16
WHAT MAKES AN ORCHESTRA? Baillie, 42
WHAT OF THEIR READING? Learned, 25
WHAT PARENTS CAN DO TO HELP THEIR CHILDREN IN READING. Stauffer, 40
WHAT'S IN A LINE? Kessler, 22
WHEN JENNY LOST HER SOART. Averill, 19
WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN? Brown, 73
WHO LIVES IN RAINROCK? Wright, 9
WHITE PREHISTORIC AMERICA. 34
WHITE-TAILED DEER. Townsend, 33
WHITE AND THE BLIZZARD. Rounds, 76
WHITNEY, L.F. That useless hound. 40
WHITNEY, F.A. Love me, love me not, 69
WHO WILL PLAY WITH ME? Sutton, 47
WIBBERLEY, King's beard. 62
WICKED JOHN AND THE DEVIL. Chase, 13
WILD ANIMALS. Ratseberger, 61
WILD HORSES OF THE RIO GRANDE. Franklin, 4
WILDCAT. Ball, 42
WILDE, G. Puppy who found a boy. 55
WILDE, I. Hide-and-seek duck. 77
WILKIE, Zach Taylor, young rough and ready. 69
WILL SEE LIPTRAPER. Lathrop, 22
WILLAMS, B. Real book about inventions. 28
WILLAMS, G. Adventures of Benjamin Pink, 9
WILLAMSON, First book of birds, 34
WILLY WITHOUT. Moore, 81
WILLY WONG, American Oakes, 7
WILSON, A. C. Norman Bones, detective. 48
WILSON, C. G. Guns in the wilderness, 18
WILSON, E. Three boys and a lighthouse, 19
WILSON, E. Three boys and the remarkable cow, 63
WILSON, E. H. Secret three. 49
WILSON, H. H. Herbert again, 34
WILT. Teaching of listening - and why, 70
WIMBLE, Folk and rimbles seed. Bridgewater, 13
WINDERS. James Fenimore Cooper, leatherstocking boy, 25
WINDS. Windows for the Crown Prince. Gray, 74
WINDRUFF OF LINKS TOWER. Chipperfield, 2
WINTER HORSE. Balch, 50
WISE HOUSE. Palmer, 24
WICKED JOHN AND THE DEVIL. Chase, 13
WITTY. Television and the high school student, 70
YOUR CHILD AND RADIO, TV, COMICS AND MOVIES. 83
WOLF-EYE, the bad one. Henry, 44
WOLFE. Clear the track. 69
WONDER BOOK OF FUN. Orleans, 46
WONDER BOOK OF TRAINS. Peters, 68
WONDER BOY. Heuman, 14
WONDERFUL FARM. Ayme, 35
WOOD. Bibliography of curriculum materials in science, 70
WOODHAN-SMITH. Lonely crusader. 18
W O O D L A N D. Function of the library in the elementary school, 18
WOODLEY. Science fiction for science students, 70
WOOLLLEY. David's hundred dollars, 48
WOOLLLEY. Who lives in Rainrock? 76
WORLD OVER STORY BOOK. Belth, 56
WRIGHT, A. H. R. Hungry Hollow, 34
WRIGHT, B. Mr. Rouse builds his house, 17
WRIGHT, W. Coonskin for a general. 50
WRITING AND CRITICISM. Moore and Miller, 10
WRITING AND CRITICISM. 85
WRITING AND CRITICISM. Moore and Miller, 10
WRITING AND CRITICISM. Moore and Miller, 10
WYATT. Geronimo, the last Apache war chief. 70

WYLER. Planet earth. 62

Yaller-Eye. Bell. 56
YATES. Model jets and rockets for boys. 82
YAUKEY. Let’s read about China. 48
YATES. Seven thousand islands. 40
YATTER. Jim Konstanty. 9
YOST. Modern American engineers. 77
You among the stars. Schneider. 61
YOUNG. Scrubs on skates. 63
Young Geoffrey Chaucer. Kelly. 81
Young Maroessa. Davies. 43
Young Mr. Meeker and his exciting journey to Oregon. Mason. 60
Young readers basketball stories. Coombs. 43
Young readers cowboy stories. Regli. 47
Young readers detective stories. Coombs. 50
Young readers horse stories. Furman. 44
Young readers outdoor sports stories. Furman. 22
Young readers pioneer stories. Furman. 4
Young readers stories of the diamond. Coombs. 50
Young readers stories of the West. Payne. 54
Young readers wild life stories. Furman. 4
Young Sioux warrior. Kroll. 78
Your child and radio, TV, comics and movies. Witty and Bricker. 83
Your neighbor celebrates. Rosenbaum and Tarov. 40
Yugoslavia. Kish. 75

ZAFFO. Big book of real airplanes. 34
_ _ Big book of real building and wrecking machines. 9
_ _ Big book of real locomotives. 18
Zenger. Peter. Galt. 36
ZIM. Golden hamsters. 10
_ _ Informational books - Tonic and tool for the elementary classroom. 70
_ _ Lightning and thunder. 48
ZION. All falling down. 48
Zoo. Semrad. 39
ZUTTER. Crafts for everyone. 7
gravity, distance, and density.